Enigma Recovery introduces new
software UI offering smoother iPhone
data recovery process for users
BIRMINGHAM, U.K., April 30, 2018 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Today Enigma
Digital, operating out of Birmingham in the U.K., introduced the newly
designed iPhone data recovery system, Enigma Recovery. On a mission to
deliver the highest performing data recovery tools for iOS device owners,
Enigma have released their newest, advanced, interactive interface. The
latest version offers the user a smoother process of recovering deleted
iPhone data.

Whether using an iPhone, iPad or recovering from a backup file the recovery
system now operates at top speeds performing scans up to three times faster
since January 2018. Enigma Recovery is built for all users; from the most
technically advantageous to the wary technophobe.
The new UI offers a much sharper look, greater visibility of data, and an
overall greater understanding of the functionality. The new tool tips section
that appears during the software scan, gives users more information about how
to use the software, and how to get in-touch with the Support Team.

“Throughout the testing period of version 2.1.3 of Enigma Recovery, we saw
instant improvements in time taken for users to move through the recovery
process. The new designs are incredibly sharp, inviting and offer the user a
greater experience with the software,” said Lee Parry, CEO.
Enigma Recovery is an iPhone data recovery tool, capable of recovering
deleted data from iPhones, iPads and iPod touch devices. Through a scan of
the iOS device, iTunes backup or iCloud backup, users can recover deleted:
Text messages, iMessages, Call history, Notes, Contacts, Calendar events,
Notes, Viber messages and Kik messages. Users can also retrieve lost Internet
history, Photos and Videos.

About Enigma Digital:
Enigma Digital, formerly named Infinity Wireless, was founded in 2012. With a
strong focus on smart device data recovery, the company aims to be the best
worldwide providers of fast, affordable, easy-to-use, data recovery products.
After more than 1bn data items recovered for more than 500,000 users in more
than 150 countries, Enigma Digital is well on its way to being the global
leaders in iPhone data recovery software.
Recover deleted iPhone messages:
https://www.enigma-recovery.com/ios/iphone/sms-text-messages/
Learn more about iPhone data recovery:
https://www.enigma-recovery.com/ios/iphone/
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